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who enjoyed games and contests
Mr and Mrs Bob Reese and Eight regular members were pre----throughout the afternoon The fol- daught
Chief Lee Roberts of the Fulton
sent and were served a delightful
lowing received prizes and winners this er, Joan. of Memphis, visited lunche
During the recce World Series ta
SCHO
Fire
OLS
Department stated early this
CLOSE FOR
on at one o'clock.
of contests: Mesdames V. B. Tel- Mrs. week in Fulton with Mr. and
Datreit, daily local telepb,
,ne calls
THANKSGIVING HERE week that the his department had
In
W.
the
aftern
E.
Flippo
oon,
at
during
their
home
the
on
proford, N. Wrather, and T. A Parhma. Secon
increased neatly 10 per cent and
answered sixteen alarms thus far
gram, magazine reports were made
d -st
Delightful refreshments were sertoll calls increased tO per sant.
Mr. and Mrs. William Brian of by Mrs. P. H. Weeks and Mrs. W. W. Fulton city schools and those of during the month of November
ved to the following: Mesdames West
South Fulton closed Thursday and
With the exception of the fire at
Morrit
Paul Workman, Clyde Omar. E. F. day Alton. Mo. arrived WednesFriday of this week in observance the residence of J. E Hannephin,
to spend Thanksgiving with the
Hill, L. M. Roberson, S H. Edwards, latter'
of the Thanksgiving holidays. Sev- where the loss was approximatel>
Claude Shelby. Ed Casey, Joe Max- familys sister Mrs. Tom Jolley and
Paraviar has a larger proportion
eral of the teache
$1000,
near Fulton.
Mr And Mrs F E. Ragan of Van- from Fulton spent rs residing away small all the losses have been
well, Joe Mullins, Ernest Forrest
of diet taletsboaas than any ether
Most of the alarms have been
Royce Jolley of Los Angeles is lee, Tenn,
the
week
end
at
J. P. Derning. D. B. Vaughn. and J. C. visitin
are spendi
country in South America. Ircuieloi
caused by grass fires
g friends and relatives near in 1.111ton with the ng several days home with friends and relatives.
Monroe.
latter's sister.
Class work will be resumed MoeFulton.
Is the only consitrv in Smelt Assert°.
Mrs Ben Gholson on Maple as'.
day at the regular hour.
Late in the afternoon the hostess
without Mal faleifsb.NaOa.
served a delightful salad course

CHAMBER COMMERCE
IN NOVEMBER MEET
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OFFICERS IN RAID
'CHURCHES HOLD
ON HI-WAY CLUBS
UNION SERVICES

FULTON DECORATES
FOR CHRISTMAS

FULTON ANNOUNCES
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

CAP INSPECTOR
IN YARD ACCIDENT
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The Fulton County News

away from the labor troubles of the
North and East, and closer to the
rate
itushart
J.
Men. Editor.
raw products obtained in the South
Right now one factor?, in ladlePUBI 1:•1/41lED LVERY FRIDAY _ iular s considering
loco In in rutEntered as second class matte JJunes ton. This was discussed atlength at
Chamber
office
post
Fulton...the
at
of Coinmerce meeting
38, 1933, at the
Others are being
Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879. Monday night
sought. Slowly but surely the steam
is rising in the boiler of civic pride,
sunseauerioN RATES
and if we keep after this business
ONE YEAR tin advance)
$1.50 results are sure to follow.
SIX MONTHS
"
...-... .80
Fulton needs industries paying out
rli.REE MONTHS "
-.40 several hundred thoaands in payroll earh year The city Is Ideally
• 1131TUABIES, cards of thanks, located, the climate
fine, and workbusiness notices and political caids ers
are available.
chaiged at the rate of lc per word.

•

on the taxpayers. If that amount
were converted ti a useful purpose
to relieve suffering aumanity, an1/4I
great
relieve
economic
atm;
throughout the world how mud
better off the human race would be
These nations are not ppenifing
AI this money for fun with no idie
of fighting in their mind Mussolini
littler and Stalin ale not merely en •
larging their armies because everybody else is doing the same thing •
Japan does not just want equality
In naval tonnage in order to keel
VINIt`C among the Chinese. Selfishlie's and greed are driving rulers of
nations to prepate for war.

/14/14 on distributed throughout the 12
Hallway thilltig (1113 serve 'pAfter very little thought on the
.,
districts of the Federal Reserve i ox otiosely
twenty-fiver
million matter, but after studying some
System.
meals a year-equivalent to serv- Liman specimens, we are not
NO
ing every Inhabitant of • city of certain that Mr. Dai•win
was enDEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
nearly 23,000 population with three tirely wrong.
WEEKLY BILS_INESS SURVEY meals a they for an entire year.
One standard Pullman cur geneReports to the Department of Com- lutes for
own use enough eltbcmerce' from key cities thtoughout trivity to its
supply approximately 4
the country indicated that business , ordinary homes
Is moving forward on a broad front.
A fire prevention sign that we
More favorable weather was the like reads: "An
mince
precauchief factor in stimulating retail ' eon is worth
a ton of water"
sales Widespread announcement of election to discuss
wage increases, bonuses and extra . As November
dividends was also noted as a fac- might make up ournpproaches we
numb to intor in laying the. foundation for a augurate a
IWO: safety first camcontinued upsurge in public buy- . panel in 1937
TIME TO CURE PORK
ing. The reports gave evidence of
Farmers, if they are wise, will
INDUSTRY AND AGRICULTURE THE RACE GOES ON AND ON
On Monday, November 18th, improvement in employment and a
keep their farms on a self-support--Grady &Bards of Lexington will widening of industrial activities.
ing basis, regardless of all relief
Nations of the world are engaged conduct a meat cutting demoruttraThe Fulton territory
its made
There were continued indications
swift strides in agricultural devel- in a great race-the armament race. tion at the farm of Mr. Ed Thompson of an especially heavy holiday trade schemes,
Election polls may be interestopment and diversification in recent Where it will end nobody knows near Palestine.
in all parts of the country. Holiday
years. That is progress is agriculture except that eventually there is bound
Mr. Sellards will show those pre- gift items have begun to move into ing but there's nothing like the
despite one of the most depressive to be a terrible exploesion some- sent how beef and hogs can be cut consumer channels and merchants official count to tell what the
periods in the history of American where.
produce the same type of meat as were reported as stocking their shel-1 voters do.
The individual or nation looking to
agrieuture.
is bought at the butcher shops yes in preparation for sales that will
It is a recognued fact that dairy- for trouble can usually find it, and There is a big difference in the qual- eclipse in volume anything witnesing livestock and produce sales are one of these days there is certain ity and palatableneas of meat pro- sed in recent years As an example,
annually providing substantial in- tt. be trouble in Europe which will duced by different farmers and most New York reported that sales
of
spiead to the Unit- of tins is due to the different method leather goods accessories
comes to farmers in this area. Ful- mete than
for the
ton is fast growing to be a larger ed States. Nations of the world today of curing the meat.
holiday trade are running close at
marketing center We have livestock are drawn so closely together by
Mr. Sellards will explain and ii- 40, ahead of last year in dollar volyards, cream stations, produce plant, faster means turn communiration,
lustrate the way meat can be cured unit' Novelty jewelry also sold at a
terminated
communications
and a number of poultry houses.
and, and make a Product that is equal rate far in excess of the level of a
But we now come to the time commerce, that war vitally affects or superior in flavor to meat pro- year ago The mid-season market
very
country.
tweed
when industries are seriously needpacking houses.
at the American Furniture Mart,
Ail estimate re'ce'ntly made by the
ed in our community.
A herneanade box used in curing Chicago. brought forth the report
League
of
Nations
indicates that ex- tine''n will be on display that was that furniture sales are up 40' from
As we have said before, in recent
years the time has never been bet- penditures for armaments in 1135 coastructed and has been used by the same period last vcar.Phuiholt I.
amounted
to
$9,295e00.000 This a farmer in the county for three plua reported that ehristmaa
ter for obtaining these manufactbuyuring concerns, for many factories compares with $3,281,000,000 in 1934 years
ing has atarted earlier this year a aa
and
$7,438,000,0
00
in 1933. What a
Are seeking locations further South,
Every farmer interested in inn a good demand in evidenee for "
• a ea. a hat needless expense up- proving next year's supply
of meat vonfectionery, artificial trees, v1/4 ,...•
_
--- is invited to conic and bring his ing apparel, dry goods and furniARE IOU SUPERSTITIOUS?
wife Let's take a lunch and go.
ture. Cleveland wholesale hoo-c,
•
were reporting gains of 15 or 2,
We hope not, for here is what we do besides
DODGING THE COLD
above a year ago.
O
IL
The sale of farm products stimugreasing
your car, all for
C;k
°
et,ifot
riell
0
.4el
lated retail and
activities
The common cold is Just that-- in many centers. wholesae
Atlanta,
for
examcommon And rare is the Fulton citi- ple. reported that
the picking arid
,
tv
1. •Check the Transmission
zen who escapes one at this season ginning of Georgia's
V •
1,100.000 bale
NUDE SIN CI
of the year. Yet as common as the cotton crop was practically
I.
•Check the Differential
com11180 by the inventor, of
cold may be, most of them can be pleted with favorable
tb,e• the wiped safety
prices assur3.
avoided,
•Cheek
should
and
avoided
be
beand Inspect Tires
ing the greatest buying of holiday
_,* star tltag.•-edge libidos /luso,
cause it easily leads to more serious eoeds and general
14 years of precision expericnca
4.
trade
•Cheek
in
many
the
Crank Case
ailments. The resistance of the sys- years From
..14 stropped into their ket
came word
tem determines how successfully the' that country Minneapolis
tag edges. If your dealer &WTI t supmerchants
are
buying
REFILL
WITH WELCH ZERO MOTOR OILply you, mail Idc for 4 bla
t., 1
cold can be fought off That in turn heavily for the holidays
and are
16 VS -1. Star illade Division, • s
depends upon the general physical preparing their
INSURE
S
EASIER STARTING,SMOOTHER
holiday
decorations
:rvet. Brooklyn, New York. a
condition of the individual. Scien- and displays to
start immediately
OPERAT
tists classified a group of 100 per- following Thanksgivin
ION OF THE MOTOR
FIT GEM AND
PAZORS
sons and noted the number of colds cc holesale merchants g. Kansas City
were
in
the
contracted over a seven-month per- racist of holiday
5.•Check Oil Filter
rd. Of those in good physical con- substantial gains distribution and
were reported in
6.•Cheek Radiator
'ition. 64 percent escaped without ;hugs, hardware and
ne cold. Among those who were in reported that there dry goods. They
7. •Cheek Fan Belt
`X01,111.4 'OS- aNII RIVIS
will be an exa "run-down" condition. 80 percent ceptionally small
carry-over in any
8.•Check Lights and Horn
suffered from one to four colds with- line and that btriness
without Gilesin the seven months of observation. nen is the best in
9. •Check Top Condition
years.
The findings merely confirm an old
The adverse
10.
•Check Battery
rule for health. One who keeps phy- time strike was effects of the marisically fit stands a better chance a- !cleats of trade beginning to show in
11.
•Clean
Inside of the Car
losses
along
the
PacSt;(.YI HIV3(1 NMOU
gainst the common cold--or any oth- ific Coast. However,
wholesale busi12.•clean All Glass
er disease. germ.
ness in San Francisco was brisk
with substantial gains over the same
13.•.-pray Springs
FOR SAFETY SAKE
period last year being registered in
dl lines. Particularly optimistic reI um put Sl'PER-PYRO in your radiator now.
Those Fulton families who are ports were
received from each inaccustomed to taking week-end trips dustrial centers
ku.st-Prmd Anti-Freeze, lasts lung( r-Gul. $1.00
as
Buffalo,
Pitt
to other points shauld pause a mom- burgh, Cleveland,
Detroit and 13: ent to consider the advice of a Cleve- mingham.
most of the cities r. land safety expert who says they porting to In
the Department of Coe.should make their plans to return metre
-1upalutu aiqulsalfunin
permits issued in
mori -9
early Monday morning instead of Octoberbuilding
wer well ahead of the same
late Sunday afternoon. Main high- month last
year.
--satoluti .1a0N
ways, he points out, carry a peak
puu aauelsIsaa asuasw aoj )ffiLtuallnq papa
traffic load Sunday afternoons and
Wice men and women seek the
Sunday nights. On early Monday arguments of
those with whom they
Wholesale & Retail
mornings roads are comparatively disagree.
Herman Sams, Agent
(14lielpt ao4k Vit:)q .10j) HO aaAri 1o3
clear and the return trip can be
made in much better time and with
-uopanpoad .V2a aaluaap
areatly increased safety. Another
aNs ) .11 )..al
, tie atri
aes
)..)
,,,t5 1,.ty )
,,kt
'
44.91ARkzuz,,k.fv,
mportant fact is that the week-end
vacationist usually is tired on Sun-11
suaq anoi
day night after a strenuous day of
play and is far from being at his best
ifslua!pa.12u! Hu Jo
for driving, despite the fact that the
-auaq nnj 1.1.5 spalq aip)-aan4xad, uuopu.-1
greatest efficiency is needed to cope
with the crowded Sunday night traffic conditions. In the interest of
safety, therefore, it would seem a
vise idea to extend the return horns
from a week-end vacation unt.1
Monday morning
'
DEPARTMENT STORES'
COLLECTIONS BETTER

REASONS

WHY YOU SHOULD LET US
PREPARE YOU CAR FOR WINTER
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Payments on open-credit accounts,
WNW
eceivable of department stores were ,
•eade
a higher
ratethan
during
•-se..;,:-..waNININMINIMIIIIIIMI 'emberat of
this year
in Sepboth
Nugust this year and September a
.
- ear ago, according to a report to
• .e Louisville District office of the
= ‘epartment of Commerce. The colanion rates on these accounts were aa.
;2 percnt for September and 42.1
•-reent for August of this year, and
:0.6 percent for September 1935. The
:eta on retail collection conditions
re based on the credit operations
a representative group of more
-an 400 department steres reportAt on open accounts and over 250
oporting on instollment accounts,

WILLARD BATTERY $3.95""11"/ '

X

Completely Checked. Water Changed, Terminals Cleaned, Wiring Inspected,

COMPLETE WMTER SERVICE
•MOTOR T1 - NE-1 P
Everythintr your motor requires fol- fat Aarting and dependable performance!
•BRAKES.CHECKED
Brakes set, Lining replaced xvhere required.
Make this winter a safe-driving winter!
•BEAR WHEEL ALIGNMENT
•ANTI-FREEZE and .11•TO BE.1TERS

BRADY BROS. GARAGE
Authorized Agent for WILLARD Batteries
"For Dependable Automobile Service-

neat

SERVICE
as you'd have it
EXPEIMINCED superviscon ;s esst nt 1
geod serv lats. as you ccciii have it,
and it «
Our
prices are most reasonable.
No extra charge fir use of
our funerril home and equipment

Phone 154
WINSTEADJONES
CO.
tInt s
Fulton. Ky.

"

Building Job
Whether They Are Large or Small
QUALITY MATERIALS ARE THE
FIRST REQUISITE FOR GOOD WORK
AND
LASTING
SATISFACTION.
WHATEVER YOUR BUILDING OR
REPAIR PLANS MAY BE, WE ARE
READY TO SUPPLY YOUR NEEDS IN
LUMBER, CEMENT, PLASTER AND
ALL BUILDING MATERIALS. ESTIMATES AND ADVICE CHEERFULLY
GIVEN WITHOUT COST OR OBLIGATION TO YOU.

Remember The Lumber NumberTelephone 32(

P Murrell
LUMBER COMPANY
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CHANC[ 10 ACQUIRE IT'S WISE
lso Fill Your
HISTORIC OLO HOUSE
Coal Bins Now

waseressas
.t (in the
tog slime
S not NO
was en-

We
-

houses continuing w Mout abate- ed in Kenton
county Ky, aggregate
ment in lanitsville, one construction $5011,299.
title having completed 41 this year.
1A'ork starts On new postoffice' ENTERTAIN
FRIENDS AT
huilding at Willuunsburg, Ky., to,CABIN
SATURDAY NIGHT
! $67,000.
P',Imus Houston and Charles BrowKy., vett s $72.000 der delightfully entertain
ed • num_
Ilew electric. light plant.
her of their friends with a party
Winchester, Ky., firm awarded Saturday night at
the American IA$111,000 contract for underpass von Om Log Cabin
on Fourth-et. About
ti
in Huntington, W. Va.
$50,000 to be spent on reconstruction of l'ai is-Lexington Ky., high -

The Best Ky.

Cn
Oi YOB Can litly

Jr'E 701
puo,v
P. T. JONES & SONS
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That Liberty Hall, the historic and
beautiful Frankfort 'Ionia of the de.
scendants of Senator John Brown,
might be converted into a public manaion-shrine, ha.s long been an am,
bition of its present owner, John M.
Scott, last of a distinguished Kentucky family.
The recent formation of the Liberty
Hall Association for that purpose pro,
vided an opportunity for the realm,
tion of this ambition. Having no
heirs, and anxious to protect the
home and its valuable old furnishings
for future generations, Mr. Scott has
given an option on the property to
the association, an•I the success of the
present campaign will preserve one re
the finest colonial mansions In Ken,
tucky.
Designed by Thomas Jefferson and
built in 1796, when the population ca.
Frankfort numbered scarcely 300, tin
house has long twirl famous as oil,
of the finest examples of Georgia],
architecture in the Mississippi Valley

1.ive-story
Alon being corn•
pletril
ci .er manufacturing
plant in Louisville, costing approxi
I 11•..% T I (;
iiiately $50,000.
Fe'
di. al grant of $172.636 approved
etrawaressresk.
for construction of elementary and
BUSINESS AND TRADE
junior high school buildings at Cov
placed 1,028 at 1.4:1,1
ing
%%/.4,k.
SURGE UPWARD AS 1101.!Increase of 6 5 over previous period. ington, KY.
WAY SEASON APPRoAl'ilES' Bank clearings
New 70,000.,gallon reservoir
4.4 percent over
the same week a Year ago.
pleted in Scottsville, KY., at cost
Widespread corporate disburseA Louisville brewery lets
Estimates now are that Kentucky
merits, favorable shopping weather,' tobeaeo
, tract for construction of new
crop
will
be
off
3
percent , storage building at coat
and the approcah of Christmas were this season
of $40,01
from last year.
the major factors contributing to
, Link handlefactory
Overall
factory
at
lizabetht
own ' Brick plant at Hayward,
unusual retail activity during the Ky, reopened
Ky.,
after lengthy shut- opens,
past week according to reports to down, will
after several months' el,!.
employ 75 persons.
the Department of Commerce from
Chair company at Owensboro, down fromm labor disputes.
37 key cities just received by its Ky., reported
I Louievlile cooperage
industt
Increase in business are
Louisville District Office. With the of over 300 percent
expressing concern over pi
since 1932; 200 pective
exception of some Pacific Coast ci- now
shortage of white oak LI
employed in factory, with 25 in
ties where the maritime strike was salesmen
manufacture of beer and whi1,1,•
on the road
exerting a depressing influence, rebarrels;
survey of sources of sill,'
Steel company at Newport, Ky.,
tail trade throughout the United announce
d wage Increase of up_ in Kentucky, Tennessee, MI
States surged upwards to heights p roximatel
and
Arkansas
suggested.
y 10 percent applying to
far above the levels of this time last 2,600 employes
Mengel Company, Louisville lor ,
.
year. Wholesale and mail order
her
manufactu
rers
report book o
Progrees in preparing tobacco for
sales were maintained at high levels markets
for October as $1,174,766 comiTho
hits
been
retarded
by
cool,
wild Winter apparel and holiday dry
with $569,965 in Octboer, 1935,
many growers have increaso
merchandise predominating. Indus- been weather;
(of 106.1 percent.
stripping
,
preparato
ry
to
hurtrial employment was reported on rying crops
Buildings being erected for new
to auction markets as wholesale
an increase in many cities. Freer soon
grocery at Lancaster, Ky.
as sales begin in December in
distribution); of additional money in Burley
Coal shipments out of Harlan past
district.
the from of salary and wage inweek
register gain over 1,000 cars
Approval not yet received by
creases and the continued flow of Western
same week a year ago.
Dark Fired Tobbaco Grow- over
extra dividends gave substantial ers'
Covington
, Ky., area continues to!
Acsociation for Federal grant
stimulus to trade in the principal of $1,000
report extensive construction out-1
000
for
financing
marketcities.
in of this season's pooled crop. !yam. Repairs and improvements,
Louisville reported that more seamostly to manufacturing plants, to- !
Timber
sonal weather has helped bring up Kentucky land owners in western tal $95,488 past month; new con- '
counties
are
finding
profretail sales 15 to 20 percent of itable market
of $84,100 and Goverment !
for large quantities struction
year ago.
projects $136,218. Total loans of all
of black walnuts this year.
National Reemployment Service
varieties for construction as record- 1
Construction of small
family

,sam,•setio•eneweepell$1111111111111111
111111.1111•11111

15 guests WVIP present who enjoyed
games, contests and dancing to the
music of • radio until a late hour.
The mothers of the hosts served
delightful refreshments.
The rising prices of stocks should
not tempt the man who lost Ida
teeth trying to hold on a few
yees
siminr
suare

HORSES
at
AUCTION
We will sell a car load of horses and mares
at the Illinois Central Stock Pens in Clinton, Ky.,
Saturday, November 28 at 1 P.M. Rain or Shine.
This car consists of some well-mated teams
of yearling and two-year-old fillies, also some
mares heavy in fold and some mares with colts by
their sides. Most all matured horses and mares
broke to work. Ages run from 3 to 10 years.
Horses have plenty of weight, bones and
quality and.will be brought to Clinton to be sold
to the highest bidder. No bi-bidders.
COME AND SEE THEM—TERMS CASH

HARRY C. KEARNEY OWNER
For Information, Call J. R. Hudson
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BEELERION
Howard Campbell visited his parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Campbell
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Purcell were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Oliver of Cayce.
Mr. and Mrs. Turner Purcell motored to Beelerton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Otha Hammonds and
children wree Sunday visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. Dood Campbell.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Allen of Fulton vsiited Mrs. Allen's parents
Mr. and Mrs. John Asbell, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Wade were
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Asbell Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Y. Jenkins called
on Mrs. Carrie Campbell Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Evans motored
over near Martin Sunday and were
guests for dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Davis.
Della Darnell visited Mrs. E. E.
Brockman Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Turner Purcell,
Mrs. Vella Hammonds and Jim Purcell attended the funeral of their
aunt at Dresden last Thursday.
Most all farmers in this community are through gathering corn.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Graham were
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Dood Campbell.
Another thing no Fulton husband
sewing machine get so cluttered up.
While they're inventing things,
why doesn't someone invent something to do on Sunday afternoons.
Another trouble with the world is
why his wife lets the drawers in the
ner.
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ECONOPAYI--New
GAS
increased GREATER
refinenten
economy
ts uncreauTM' gasoline
,
ngin*:
performance, greater
e
models—n
ew special/
and
improved
both inside
mileage in all
•This car's
extra gas
of appearance
luxury
give
models
of
new
years
designed
advancements in M
comfort, and rich
greatest
DEALER economy.
f the
out—mark •it
D
cars. YOUR
Ford
improve
stiockless steering
d
constantly
ALSO I—Easier
BRAKES!
steering wheels—irn-ACTION SAFETY
operation—found with new type cooliise--adjustable
$480 EASY
AS
LOW
—Self-e
engine
nergg
PRICES AS
cushprice—Oyes proved
• BASE
with 3-peeseneer
Plant. Tait*, DeUvery
car at the
under
eagles. driver's sestmodele—
at Dearborn Bumpers. Spare Tire in no other
•
te
with
sl.opping
ion in all
servicing—rich
and Handling.
AU greater
ies additional.
s:seine hood for easy
softer pedal ocean.
and Accessor
all inside trim
on
wheelbase
finish
.
wood-grain
models same
8001191and out....
-inside
hardware
ENGINESI—Now In ALL...STEEL SAPETY
treatment in
floor-are- --finer
upholster
y
steel
QUIETER V-8
sides,
steel
new
-designed for greeter econ- Steel top,
throughout and smart
rnodels--clear-vision "V" wind2 sizes. Re
smoothness.
inforced with steel
all
unit
open—Safety Glass
quietness
-steal
,
all
omy,
into a stogie
etrength--rubber- shields that
QUALITTI welded
for your money
--more
RIDING
througho
tremendo
ut
us
of
STILL FINER
for
passenger
insulated
s
detail!
all
fully
--Centerpoise ride for
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•Effective Antiseptic!
•Deodorizes and Refreshes!
.4:o...interacts Mouth (Motet
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Bennetts Drug Store
Wolgreen System
Drug Store
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lair It Mole. 01 Union ('its swell.
Ii 'tiny in Fulton iittending the l'On•
(cremes.
Mrs Leach ()itian of Padtwah
lots been spending two weeks in Fulton with her sister, Mrs A 11. Newhouse ott Viii by Street She will return to her home Stindny
inn*
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs Newhouse who will spend the itay there
Mrs. Dentition Lnwson and baby of
Hampton, Vii , are spending a few
weeks with Mrs LAWP11,11.11 mother.
Mrs. W A. Vandall at her home on
Washington Street.

1ii411 •
I 110111 Chill MO
MC •1.i
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
C. S. Albritten There were 27 mem•
bens present and two new members
A very interesting Thanksgiving
program was given by the ladles of
Delicious rethe school faculty
freshments were served by the hostess. rie club will meet with Mrs.
Isaac Cannon lit two weeks, with
Mrs. Coda Craddock and Mrs Gilson Latta in charge of the program.
The Ladies Aid Society met with
Mrs. Dora Scott Monday afternexm.
Water Valley basketball boys
went to Cayce last Friday afternoon
for a game with Cayce Both goals
had not been erected, so there was
no game
A new railroad mooting is being
constructed here to nctstmmodate
baffle tut the Water Valley-Cuba
highway. The closeting will eliminate two former crossing' which
have proved to be %toy dangerous
in the past.
The new residence of Charles
Haskkell was completed Theodor.
Robert Dacus and daughter moved from their farm home in the
Pleasant Hill section to the new
Haskell horn'. heir Wednesday.
Rev Robert Vaughn had charge
of the Thanksgt\ mg Kerman Wednesday night at the Methodigt
church
A number of people from this
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uttl• fund.
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••I•••I in •••••tinnists ruknIto.-1,11 I.t pattlotly 1•••11•••. lbw poet
r•It I. by
J•0•It_ fallOOO• k•ntrif
pal Vii••• of )011.11 Hrs.. n. •• Ins built eke
st
house
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Unless sufficient funds are raised by
December I, Liberty Hall. historic
tad beautiful old homestead at Frank 'oft. Kentucky, may be lost forever as
possible public shrine.
The Liberty Hall Asmociation, organ'zed by leaders of the state with Ole
BUCK JO \ Es
ijitport of patriotic societies. is se
"MANTON MIMI:" 1:g
to raise $50,000 to buy the hotoie
'aid preserve it for posterity In the
Sunday, Monday. Tuesday •.ane way Viet My Old Kentucky Horne
NOV. 29 - 30, DEC. 1
.as been preserved.
matinee 30 p—NIte7,00 pm.
Faced with the necessity of selling
iha ham. Jolla M. foot; owner and

NEW (10A1. HAN LIMIT TO
Mates I Ilf• bidl an it goes through.
INDICATE. NCOREN AN MADE Tee,, other lights
cylindrical in
What is acclaimed to be a great sham hilmix.ndoil
above the backinnavatton to the genie of basket- board, also
flash when a score is
ball will be seen for the first time ninth,
in this city when the Fulton High , Dr
James
A Naismith, who in
School team plays Shiloh High at , Dial
gale. of bahot-i.
the head gymnasium on December! ball founded the
hy hanging two peach baskets
I, Tuesday evening.
at opposite
Just perfected for the game ofl ular playingends of a small rectangfield, says "The now
basketball is an electric goal celled: type goal
meets the objection that
Bask-O-Lite which, from all reports' I have found
in the present use of
Is not only a boon to players but ' the net
and the requirements of the
makes the game much more excit- rule that
ing for al spectators. It is said this! must be specifies that the ball
retarded as it passes Dim
new development makes obsolete' the goal
In addition it gives ban
the old-style iron ring hoop which , players
and officials assurance that
years ago replaced the peach bas- la goal has
ket as a goal. When the ball goes especilaly actually been made. It is
through this new goal three lights I somewhat interesting to me as It
resembles the original •
flash on for a period of two seconds peach
One light behind the basket ilium_ gallerybaskekt which I nailed to the
for the first game"
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great-great•grr.nison of John Brown,
the builder, has given an option to the
ausoeiation on Cie house until De(amber 1. Thoue's he Is anxious that
40 r
ENT —
it he converted ii.to is shrine, an open
I/CNN:RAI. AND
auction Is the only a't.srnat we to Its purtslItUIANCK
chase by 1-u
.•.to rotion, be said.
A P.evoluti mary ‘1:tr soldier who
served under (aaa-ae Washington and
who married the daughter of laifuy-,
etoes chaplain, John Brown came to
Pll
Kentucky in 1782. served in the creation of the state and was Kentucky's daughter Mrs. Wallace Hines and
Mrs. Cecil Moss and daughter,
family.
tint United Otatia Donator.
Laura Neville, of Union City, visi,
Mrs. J. F Shelby and Mrs Claud ted
in Fulton Sunday night.
*
Shelby visited friends and relatives
st
Mr. and Mrs. F. hi Riddle and
in Clinton last week.
community attended the play held
sons, Alton and Harold, spent S:o
Mr. Paul Newhouse of Memphis urday
Mayfield high school last week.
in Paducah.
4t* at Quite
spent Sunday in Fulton with his
FIRST
a number of people from
Mrs. Gene Dunn spent saveral (la%
Tilt
wife
the
Pea Ridge section attended court
BE
Eddie Hicks of Union University
this
Little Miss Phyliss Lynn Cooke bandweek in Paducah with her le.
Tuesday.
ACCLAIM
in Jackson. Tenn., will spend
who is located there.
PAUL IfORNRF.AK,
spent
Friday
Dr.
night
t.
B.
TO
Bard returned Sunday,Thanksgiving with Miss Annie Lee
with Mr. and
Mr and Mrs. George Jackson and
Mrs
Jim
night
Burke
from
near
a business trip through Cot-bran at her home on Vine St.
Ruthville, Tenn Mr. and Mrs Cecil Jackson of Bard- !
STAR
Mrs. Noble Butterworth of PaNEW
Louisville, Frankfort and Lexington.
Joe Clapp, Jr. and Warren Clapp,
well spent Sunday
MRS. J. C. YATES.
Rev. M S MeCastlain and little both students of Union University ducah, Ky.. spent Wednesday night dinner guests of Mr. in Fulton, thel
and Mrs. D. B '
daughter returned last week from will spend Thanksgiving in Fulton in Fulton, the guest of her sister, Vaughn at their
Laity Asisistatit
home on Central
a visit to Arkansas.
with parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. c Mrs. Johnnie Cooke on Walnut St. Avenue.
Little Marie Holden took a num- Clapp at their home on Jefferson St.
ber of her friends to Fulton Monday
Miss Martha B. Rice and Miss
to see Shirley Temple in "Dimples.' Treva Whayne spent last week-end
Mr. and Mrs. L Jones announce in Jackson, Tenn., with Miss Rice's
the arrival of a fine baby girl.
parents.
Jap Weatherspoon has been carMisses Mary Virginia Whayne and
rying an Irish potato in his pocket Rebecca Boaz spent last week-end
to cure rheumatism. Tuesday he in Carbondale. Ill . with friends.
was able to stoop and put the poMr and Mrs Henry Ford spent
tato on the spout of an oil can.
Morday in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy McCuan of
Miss Lucille Townsend of HickMaine are visiting his mother.
man spent Sunday with friends in
Mr. and Mrs. John Pirtle who Fulton.
have been seriously ill are improved.
Miss Virginia Carter of Clinton
John Will Rhodes is reported bet- spent last week -end in Fulton with
ter.
Mr and Mrs. L 0 Carter at their
Hill Davis is able to be up.
home in Fair Heights
Mr and Mrs. Tommy Lowe are on
Mr and Mrs. Walter Evans and
the sick list.
daughter. Sara Mae and Bobby Mc,
doc040
'
Mrs.
Clemmie Latta was ill last Gee spent Sunday afternoon in
Ereov '‘;
week but is much improved.
Union City with Mr. and Mrs. Leon
t000ltovei
.:050.8i.t.1-; who,
Evans at their home there.
4
lig
"
a°
the
swill he
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Davis left Monday for Florence. Alabama, where
• noon
they are attending the bedside of
the latter's father, J. S. Kernachan.
New unt.-enel
Bob Hicklin and Fulton Farmer
attended the Western-Murray footIORIS t4()Lt.
ball game in Murray Saturday afRAYSIOND PITCAIRN
ternoon.
THE M rt
rN
"
.,4
Mrs. H. F. McGinnis left Monday
Chasresen
lc
Sentine/s the Republi•
s.soa
for her home in Charleston, S C.,
'The vary man otos has the deepest after spending several days with her
tautest In sound currency is tha mass parents, Mr. and Mrs Jim Norman
41
"
ALE14
who earns Lis daily bread by Ws daily near Fulton.
Mrs. L. 0. Bradford and daughter
WV'
Florence Martin,
Daniel Webster said Limit hearty • last week end. visited in Memphis
century ago. His statement oar tr.:A
Mrs. B E. Philpo returned to her
Wednesday - Thursday In his time. It was true years earner. laane
in Jackson. Tenn. Monday atand It Is true today.
••
,pending a week with parents,
DECEMBER 2 - 3
Prance proved its verity as early as
and Mrs Jim Norman near
Matinee 2 P.M. - 4 P.M.. Night 7 P.M. 1796, when currency inflation forced Fulton.
workers
and wage-earners to pals:
di
e
and 9:00 PM.
Mrs. Mattie
Thompson left
equivalent of 19 for a pound of bread Thursday for
COME AND SPEND THE DAY WITH ME AND I WILL HELP YOU I.\
South Carolina where
and of $40 for a bushel of potatoes.
she will spend the winter with her
Germany proved it
CHOOSING CHRISTMAS GIFTS. LOOK OVER THESE LISTS—
atm the
Worid War when infieUon wiped out
utterly the average worker's savings, All110111111111111111111111111111
111111111
and sky-rocketed the prices of everything save the berest necessities of life
SUBSCRIBE FOR—
tar beyond his reach.
Commercial-Appeal
Russia proved !t when her revolutionLouisville Courier-Journal
ary leaders used Inflation to help drag
Louisville Times
every worker down to a state of regii 411.! r
SL Louis Post-Dispateb
mented and dependent penury.
FOR MOTHER—Dishes, Vases, Pictures,
SL Louis Globe Democrat
In every Instance currency inflation
Chicaega
Herald
-Examiner
Lamps,
Lingerie, Handkerchiefs. Kitchenhurt the worker and helped the specuChicago American
lator Always It crushes the thrifty
ware,
Slippers
.
Chicago Tribune.
and exalts the gambler. How?
It achieves this effeet not by rodhiedni
Just Phone 753
FOR FATHERS—Handkerchiefs, Ties,
I
the number of dollars In the earner's
JACK EDWARDS
pay-envelope or savings account or
Smoke Sets, Sox, Knires, Flashlights, Pencils.
1
insurance estate. but by reducing the
actual purchasing power of those dot- 1111010111110111101101~1~
FOR BROTHERS—Toys. Trains, Wag-

'CAVALCADE OF THE
WEST'

HORNBEAK

PERSONALS

FUNERAL HOME

Kids!•

I AM COMING
TO TOWN AND
STAY ALL DAY
FRI. NOV. 27
AT

How Inflation
Hits Your Savings

m

PEEPLES 5c-10c Store

.1 GIFTS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY AT
- ,-ftf,I
OUR STORE

Erverir.:-

it Meitla that out or the same
inonme—or savings—he most pay far
more for food and clothes and shatter
and everything else he bays.
That's fine for the well-heeled speculator who profits by buying In a low
market and selling at minted prices.
Rat Its hard on the worker—or on his
widow and children If he has entrusted
their future to Insurance or savings
funds accounts, as 117104 American
wage-earners do.
How can the average worker an.1
citizen escape this menace?
Well, as history has proved, t)
blight of Inflation descends on a mit
In one of two ways. It may be [Move,'
deliberately as a method of rai,• •
pi ices But more often It comes a..
result of stremmet government
sources throagh x•rraacance and debt i
Force the miiitirians to eliminate
waste and the piling tip of public debt—
and you remn‘r
thrrat at the earning,
. the ...t%;11e.• 111'I
Security
eres7 ark, r 1
•
.

.1ccurate
EVOI?K.41ANS iIP
Al Lou' Cost
Watabes, Clerks & Time Pieces
of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at tow Cc 4 by—

ANDREWS
JEWF.I.RY COMPANY

66

IRENE DUNNE
THEODORA GOES WILD

ons, Blocks, Tops, Cars. Air Guns, Riding
Toys, Scooters, Tri Cycles, Etc.
FOR SISTER—Dolls, Dresses for Dolls,
Chairs, Blackhoads, Water Colors, Color
Books„Sweaters. Pic'ures, Etc.
'1
FOR BABY—Ste(ater Suits, Shoes, Knitted Boob s. ('aps, Blankets, Ratters, small
toys.

"V..

l.,cUid Tahleta
e.
or prop,

cheeks
COLDS
and

FEVER
First Day
Headache
30 nut'

Tr "Ruh-Nly-Tism"
World'.: Res( Liniment

PEEPLES' 5c,10c STORE
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Sunday School and church were
Helen Sloop and Biotech Pols
Pi WI herds mid flocks
well attended at Walnut thove Sun..
from the
day Everybody is invited to come I grove giinloaten oif South nat... foul corners of the continent Will
were visitors at the soltool
Tuesday be arriving in Chitago throughout
beck noel Sunday.
Sonloi a conducted vioniel Thure• . the coming
of duo Iff,gmbibSingiflg tWalnut Grove was al.
day. A program was given conaist• tions oof the week for the csanctl•
em
wi'lI
1930 International
attended Sunday night. i ing of vocal
lluulluogiving Is recognised 1141 one of Will
ye
number
1. Matthe
was the director. bill, u duet by Ivan s by agirls' , Stock Exponitlon, to be held in the
Use mold enarautei attic and annropr
i- Aiiiither singingwswill
Jones
and
w1
Intersi
utionid
Amphitheatre
be held there iener Sanford, a reading by
stlindla
iiu ifyik ail our American National
Katie (*forego Snook Yards Novem at the
next Sunday afternoon.
ber
Margaret A/len
to December 6
MI mi.( Mt s It It Stollens,
Mee- Souris from her. attended the Th.. hest
Why',
(filmes Ella Wilson and Tice Trgetpurebr
ed
farm
animal
Old Fiddlers emitted tat Chestnut from;
Probably berlo,,e th• Amertr•ri peo- tiff motoired
the far west will compete withs
Ripley. Term , last Glade Saturday
ple. through the prinst of their n•ti m'a Saturday and tovisited
slight
Moose from the eastern states;
Mr.
Seller'
arid
s
On Tuesday night, Dee. 1, the Hi- Terms herds
eststertre. have had Inure to he thank
Mother. Lee, who) has been
will be metened in
ful for limn the people of sal, other
ill, but le reported improved. vist7 Y Club will present a roiling fatty competition with Canadian entries
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In
three arts. All male characters Officials of
had.
Mrs George Smith
the miaow announce the
Not in the material sense Igoriel days with her father, spent several with William Allen acting as • wo- prediction that the total
The pioneers who celebrated our Ant of Trimble last week.Jasper Wilson, men' Ile has an assortment of chil- atisuigils would exxered number of
13,000 head
Mr Wilson: dren, some white,
Thanksgiving Day espreiwied gratitude has IMell very
sick. But is much: lea! enjoyment see some black. For has been realized
riot only for bountiful harvests, but also better now.
'Papa, Behave."
Reduce
d
fares
will
be offered durPleying in a brand new gym the ing
for the freedom with which Divine
Mr and Mrs. J N. Smith anal
aliow week bz most of
South Fulton teams scored I00 the stock
Provitionce had rewarded their coUraill daughter
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Miss
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Mrs W E points tii Melt opponents
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service. At
Subs S. F. R McKinney, Wil Iii,'
to he pre- In the side are family portrait
liniversity Mica Irvin had a high
s, ene et ooniforta far beyond their modest house guest her mother, Mrs Bodges I ems, Creston, Hall and MI /SS obioe
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,i,.stic
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them
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ng
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Stuart,
and
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was
America
event last week shM
's forea leadto plans iintismecod by the 1,11,ft y
irieller,
o
King 2, Gie on andri
er In the Home Economics club
incest colonial minder, and
They gave thanks for liberty to wor- with his mother Mrs. Susie Lena nplentlid
and
liall Associatiim an they opened
other activities.
ship
in:1M.
as
it .ollection of early American
they
chose
Wogive
thanks
fern ,ire,
campaign
i'111,411 ftii,di dining NoMrs. Lee Smith spent Monday
moat of It dating from 18.33 or earlier. ma only for freedom of erns/trim bet
vember for Ile purrinuie and nuonfor freedom of speech and of artion
on/ melt with Mrs W
F. Speight
Such nationally turnouts men as OS
opportunity a. u..-11
tenant-.
Mrs B. L
arid Mrs. W E.
Lafeyette, Jefferson, Madhson, Monroe,
Designed by Thonina Jefferson and ;emend
Many mittens caniud do MIA today. Speight spent last Tuesday with
James Wilkinson, Aaron Burr, The iron hand of
long ransoms am it fine example of
lactatoratUp or the Misses Rose and Etta Smith
Jackson, Zachary Taylor and Theodore red blight of Commun
Remember the singing at Walism; the terrors
Georgian architecture, the house, with
Roosevdt visited Liberty Hull, and the of war. from without or within—
ell nut Grove Sunday at 2 p. in.
Re furnishing's, will provide Kentucky
nation as well as the state will benefit have robbed them of the security and
Mesdames Susie Lannom, Ella
with a memorial ..iraparing favorably
the liberties which our fathers estab- Wilson and Ida Shelton and Paul
by lta preservation.
lished as an Amery-an birthright
Lennom visited Jasper Wilson at
Our duty h am Molted to ftppri• Trimble Wednesday evening.
U1111, haaW.Vadr grateful. of these
The Loosers entertained the WinWoe.
hags. It Involves Ural: prermervotion
ners with a party at Mrs. Susie Lan_
FumwAmz:),
,
,Lvoc%Alum Avziwwwwww.tv
well
nom's last Friday afternoon. Thirty
three ladies were present. Games
and contests were enjoyed thruout
HAVE GUESTS EAT
the afternoon. Delicious refreshTURKEY DAY BASH
ments were served.
SUGGE.iTS EXPERT
I. C.
As soon as Thanksgiving is over, T. J. Quigley, NEWS.
l Superinthe homemaker has a problem as tendent, Southern Genera
Lines,
to what to do with left-oven, com- quarters at New Orlean with heads, and J. W.
monly made into hash. Miss Laura Kern, Superintendent of
the KenDeephouse of the University of Ken- tucky Division, with
headqu
arters
AND THOSE PRICES JUST
tucky home economics department at Paducah, Ky., were
in the city
sugges
ts
that
guests
be
invited and Wednesday of this week.
KEEP SLIPPING DOWN!!
that among other things broiled toJ. W. Hevron, General Superinmatoes
and
scallop
ed
oysters
and tendent of Northern Lines, with
CALL PICKLE—ID.. DELIVERS—PHONE
104
a turkey loaf be served them.
headquarters at Chicago, passed
Cut tomatoes in three-fourth inch through the city Tuesday
PRICES C000 CRIO 11' AND SATUR
night en
slices, saute' in butter and top with route South.
DAY, NOV. 27-28
Vililarey,224A„jeusikkrk
scalloped oysters. Arrange on a larH. W. Williams Train Master,
vi.g..kegg'Intali i
15 L. PECK
ge tray on curly endive and gar- went to Memphis on busines
s
Tuesnish
them with stuffed olves. To day night of this week.
37C
CABBAGE
make scalloped oysters, first clean
10 lbs.
P. M. Newhouse, Memphis, Tenn. JEAN HARLOW , WILLIAM POWELL
19c
, MYRNA
them
by allowing cold water to run is spending a pert of his annual
TURNIPS
va- LOY and SPENCER TRA
Pound
over
them
removi
and
ng any parti- cation in Fulton this week.
CY in "LIBELED LADY" at
2c
cles of shell. Place a layer of coarGRAPEFRUIT 70 size, 5 for
L H. Bond, Engine
Mainten- tne ORPHEUM 3 DAYS STARTING SUN., NOV. 29
17c
se cracker crumbs in a buttered ance of Way. Chicago,er
TWO POUNDS
casserole, then a layer of oysters, un- by G. J. Willingham, accompanied
Supervisor of
til there are two orthree layers. Sea- Trains and Track, Fulton
1 5(
, made a
son each layer with butter. salt and trip over the Blufor
TANGERINES
d District the
per dozen
me
pepper. Cover with milk so that all first part of this week.
GOLDEN RIPE, DOZEN
dry crumbs are absorbed and bake
W. C. Valentine was in Jackson
in a moderate over about 30 min- on business last Saturday.
utes.
The top should be a golden
L. L. Doty, General Time
ORANGES Tree Ripe, 200 size, Dozen
brown.
19c
tor and representative for the
IsBall
CANOVA COFFEE Glass Jar, 2 lbs.
The turkey loaf ingredients are Watch Company, is in Fulton
57c
this
as follows:
weekk on business and mingling
KRAUT No. 2% Size
Yore PursiLui contains elements of
Limit
3 cups cold chopped left-over with old friends.
10c
proven value, weir as Orianic Copper
PRIDE ILLINOIS CORN Limit
turkey
.
W.
H. Purcell, Supervisor, was
2 cans 23c
and Iron,...Inch quickly aid nature in
1_2 cup fine bread crumbs
in Milan Tuesday of this week.
QUAKER OATS
Large Size, each
['trading rich, red corpuscle.. When
2 tablesspoons butter
19c
Mr. Hubbard, Secretary to Genthis happens, the appetite unproven.
HERSHEYS COCOA
1 cup milk or stock
eral Superintendent Quigley, was
Two 1-lb boxes 22c
1 teaspoon chopped turkey
Nervousrases diroappears. Ereigy and
in Fulton Wednesday mingling with
RIPPLED WHEAT
Three boxes
1-2 teaspoon onion juice
strength usually return. Yu i-o1 like
25c
friends.
1 teaspoon salt
HUSKIES That good breakfast cereal, each 10c
a new vl-sott. Get. Pursang
your
1-2 teaspoon pepper
druital
ROYAL JELLO
Any flavor
2
eggs
5c
ober 1, specifying that all red and
Mix seasonings and crumbs with white lead paint
P. & G. SOAP
5 for
pigments as well
19c
turkey. Mix thoroughly with the as white
lead sulphate shall conLIFE BUOY SOAP
for
heated
milk
and
butter.
Place in a tain 20 percent non-lead materia
25c
ls.
well-oiled mold; set in a pan of
IVORY SOAP
Correct this sentence: "GentleI for
25c
hot water and bake about 45 min- men, I was
amazed
,
both
SUPER SUDS
candi3 for
utes. Turn out on a chop plate and dates agreed
25c
upon the facts and
garnish with parsley. The outer edge the conclus
ion.
•
may be surrounded with glazed
One thing about the election Is
whole carrots and buttreed peas, if certain: Some
of these predictions ,
desired.
are going to look awfully foolish:
about November tenth.
It would seem that politicians
Many a Fulton man is made
pay
would get sore always sitting on the the fiddler who never even to
hear,1
fence waiting to see which way the music.
wind is going to blow.
Ms. John Speight and son
EAST STATE LINE ST.
If our government officials are Icallers at Mrs. Ed Speights lastwere
FI'LTON, KY.
Fri- ,
really our servants, they are cer- day afternoon.
tainly not setting a good example
ostitmmatirirmmmtanlm
Those attending conference from
for other servants.
I duaghter. Miss Willie Spegiht.
Oat
After the election is over you can
The best encouragement that inhave a lot of fun reading the pre- ternational trade can get is in assurelection dope.
ance of peace.
Every candidate has kind words
FIT 'NO APPETIZERS
Forward looking youngsters are
for farmers; this ought to make ag- beginning ti he sure that they have.
FOR HOLIDAY MEALS!!
riculture grow.
Santa's address.
Many a lawyer has an uncompliFew holders of monopolistic privmentary opinion about the courts ileges object to the practices.
after an adverse decision.
The worst has happened. SomeHard work and no play may cre- body has come out with a new bridate a dull boy, but very likely, he ge system
will have some money in the bank.
Permanent profitable trade means
REELFOOT BRAND PRODUCTS make delicthe swapping of goods, not the collection of gold for goods sold.
ious dishes at any time, but during the gala holThe average sixteen year old son
iday season, they are especially delightful
known more about his father than
the father knows about the boy.
preparing wiz )lesome, appetizing meals for for
the
Any number of people would do
never var;es
tamily and gut its.
better work if they kept their minds
off what another is being paid.
Men who are too busy to go to
SANTA ought to know because he has been
ASK YOUR GROCER
church on Sunday find time to hang
bringing folks the grandest presents in town
around the radio on Saturdays and
listen to the football games.
from our store. This year were showing a more
The search of truth is a much betexcitng array than ever before. Be sure and see
ter pasttime than the quest for monBref
ey but modern life depends for its
l'or —Sausage — Breakfast Bacon
the newest in ELGIN'S, GRUEN and HAMILsuccess upon some of both.
TON watches for ladies and gentlemen.
Cheerful Note: About nine thousand Americans now living won't
be around to celebrate Christmas
Better heed Santa's advice and come in today.
this year—the autos will get them.
Ask about our convenient LAY-AWAY PLAN.
•MADE SINt...F: testi by the
The way to improve our prospects investo
rs of the original safety r
is to study and develop them. This 91er Single-edge
Blades have tot
is away ahead of ga7ing at some
Of prechtion esperierce strove..."
other sect ion and wishing we had
into thrir keen. long-lasting
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STAR Tyki„

FOR REELFOOT BRAND

Andrews Jewelry Co.

•

L_

Church Street
121111,17TI:Migt IIIRIM

Fulton, Ky

air'

MEWS

its.

doctor revealed recent11,01 men have a pound more of
hr..iiIhan women. Wo• have been
e,-,1e• ie.; for years what was the
n• !t, • n ti ilios fairer sex
'
1....• '•
iif restrict "\t' the
tIo'
i ., do
o

edges. If your i'ealer ezin•
not supply you.
10c fort blades tell, •
FS-I, Star Blade i •
sh.JAnsi.n
Croi klyn. N. 1 .
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1

Reynolds
Packing Co.

"HOME OF REELFOOT PRODITTS"
Union City, Tennessee
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THE
TIMELY TOPICS FOR
POULTRYMEN
(Huebert C Helm. President of pi.
mote Poultry Immovement
MANY MAKE MONEY FROM
THEIR POULTRY- silowievet they
buy good clucks that have beton on
proved for heavy laying, keep them
in a good warm house and feed and
rare for them as they should
It
takes wiiik anti thought to make a
sirisioas of anything and keeping
chickens IA no different
There aie those w ho feel that
there is MI III011CY in keeping chickeon and there isn't the way they
keep them The tug trouble with a
lot of people is that they are not
raising chickens but trying to let

FuuroN

COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTIICKY

the chick+ iv+ hose themselves and ott with
disease stains that it Is hard
they won't do Rod with much profit. to
get ehleks to live and brow like
You ittiut stiti VI It t'llIekt.11 tIt any they
should
Otivii moving I he
other animal and expect it to make butood ot,
Iso(ise tit coop( Just a few
you a profit
!minimi
feet
will make the diffei
To this++, who feel that there Is
no money in ehickene I 'Mild IMP ewe between nueeetos and failure
Stunted.
withrifty
uneven ehickeos
gest that you look around and nee
are
the result Of tinrivait
how your neighbors are doing it. ground
YOU CAMP tt lopet t even the
watch them and Irani how they
brood their chicks, how they feed healthiest chicks in the wiirld to loe
anti grnw off uniformly end develop
them and how they are making a an
they
If they are raised on
pitifit Then try to foliow their sys. ground
svhich hiim been tiver run
tern and you too will find that chickwith chickens ft it generations
ens are profitable
YOUR CHICKS 11101IT
CLEAN GROUND- Is the first A RAISE
rule for raising chicks On too many chi littlis extra care In raising you'
.km
Val
mean it hig ilifforence
farms chickens have been raised on
the ttltIlle ground around the house Iii our profits For chicks to stow
end in the back yard until the i fast and develop into healthy hi.,1%
ground has become so badly infest- layers of good strisci egg* they must
be raised right. It is possible to it
chleka to live without priivitting
them with the things they should
have lint I hey will never develop
into profit it It' priodureis If they are
stunted by Improper 111'14011;g
Most of the trinibles artsing in the
laying house are the direct retain
of failure to handle them rorrectlY
as baby chicks For Instance, efAlli
11141Illrll in pullets Is often the result
of over-crowding in the brointer
LOW egg PIA'ding tutu and colds, crimp
and other diseases are directly trove:lido to failure to grow tutu
Ile pullets so that they have the
vigor anti strength to stand up under the strain of heavy egg produc
tilt and nlmo to ITNI 41
•
- CLAY INDUSTRY IM OPENED

A Star Performer!

HICK MAN, Ky., Nov. 25.--The
movement of Neve,' carloads of clay
nom !kitty MeMullins' farm at the
east edge of Hickman this week may
be the beginning of a new industry
for this community Several tracts
of land have been leased on the assumption that it is underlaid with
clay suitable for making moulds for
foundry casts.
The leases have been obtained by
I the Haughlood & Hardy Clay Compally of Evansville, Ind , and the first
shipments have been sent to the
plant in Camden. Tenn., to be given
rigid tests on its quality.

Outstanding performance in
Flour, as in football, is the
result of a careful metes-lion
of material,
painstaking
preparation and expert supervision
Back in 1907, when football
stars thought less about
news-reel cameras, Browder Milling Company began
its operation. Housewives
quickly noticed the outstanding performance
of
Our FLOUR They found it
to be a "Star Performer"
in the field of baking.
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QUEEN'S CHOICE or
BROWDER'S SPECIAL
SUPERBA or PEERLESS
—Made By--

Browder Milling Co.

Statp Line Street

Fulton, Ky.

MR. IIONIFFOLKS If you want to malo• Mrs. Ilomefili
ks
aulesecoely happy this Christm" give Ina An
I lettric Range.

It is a present that will please her every (la) in Ole ycar for
many, many years.

She will find electric cookery in every way superior to oldfashioned methods---cleaner at all times cooler in summcr
very economical.
It will %I V(' her mush work—give her more time for recreati
on—
enable her to prepare meals more nourishing and savory than eVer.

CONSIDERS THE FARM
OUTLOOK OPTIMISTIC

Today, we have maintained that reputation In these
Fatuous Brands:

FOR EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR

Conic in tomorrow. Learn about Electric Cookery.
See our
new Hotpoint and Westinghouse Rangcs. let us explain how
LEXINGTON, Ky., Nov. 18.—Reeasily you can install one in the llomefolks
turning from Washington, where
kitchen --at a
moderate price, with a small down payment and easy terms.
they assisted the department of agriculture in writing an outlook report,
* LOCAL DEALERS sell other standard makes of
E. A. Johnson and Miss Ida C. Hagelectric
man of the Kentucky College of Agranges and water heaters.
riculture were optimistic regarding
REDDY KILOWATT
farm prospects for 1937.
OW 11.'1 to I, al Se,• ant
Tie anticipated 10 percent increaTe in the national income or
1937, as compared to 1936, followslg
about a 13 percent increase in 1936
over 1935, offers encouragement,
Mr. Johnson said. This is the basis
IftC•tritoftSfrei
for the strong market situation
which is expected to continue
through the coming year.
E. C. HARDESTY, Manager
Ile went on to say that improved
demand and short supplies of most
farm products %vat serve to hold next year. Ile expects an advance
Western Kentucky supplying eggs
prices up during the first half of In livestock prices.
JoJlot Matthews.
to Helm's hatchery and at this meetMr. and Mrs. W. J. Stem, Mr. and
In the latter half of next year, ing he will
tete
the
notes
taken
on Mrs. C. E. Lowe
prices will be readjusted in line with this
n tour, lie will point visited Mr. and and Jack Lowe
supplies from the new crops, but out inspectio
Mrs. Alton Smithhow certain poultrymen are son of Martin
Mr. Johnson believed the desire to making
Monday night. Mr.
profit
a
from
their
poultry
Smithson has the flu and pnemonla.
rebuild depleted stocks of feed sup- and tell
plies will tend to hold prices steady existing of the favorable conditions
Mr. and Mrs Claud Graddy, Mr.
in
certain
flocks.
He
will
throughout the year. Livestock also point
the cases in which im- and Mrs. Renard Evans and little
prices, he said, will hold to a high 'iguipaaj U out
apew oq pinua itiouumord son spent Sunday with Mr. and
level longer than feed prices.
housing and general care of the Mrs. Raymond Graddy near Union.
Mrs. Melvin Call and children of
flock, giving definite instructions for
near Hornbeak visited Mrs. J. A.
improvement.
UNIVERSITY POULTRY
.1lickman Friday.
All poultrymen are anxious to inSPECIALIST TO HOLD
Miss Margaret Hendrix and HarMEETING DECEMBER 12 crease their poultry profits from old Walker
of Union City spent the
poultry should attend this meeting.
week end with their cousin, Miss
Saturday afternoon. D -ember 12,
Marjorie Hickman.
at 2:00 o'clock a poultry meeting will
A quilting was given at the home
be held by Mr. E. A. Baute. Poultry
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Matthews on
Specialist from the University of
Monday. A delicious dinner was
entucky. The meeting will be held
served those
Mesdames T.
at Helm's Hatchery, 130 Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. Will Dilldine of B. Renfro, J. Cpresent:
Smith, Maggie JohnAvenue, Paducah, Kentucky. All in- Martin visited Mr. and Mrs. John son.
Cora
DeMyer,
W.
J. Stem. M.
terested in poultry raising are invit- Matthews and Mrs. Cora and Ro- M
Pierce, J. W. Matthews. Riley
ed to attend. Especially are those berta DeMyer Sunday afternoon.
Smith, Jessie Blackburn, C. E. Lowe
who have special poultry problems
Mr. and Mrs. John Matthews and Effie HazIewood Claud Graddy, W.
urged to be present.
Lewis Newsom visited relatives at I. Matthews and Miss Roberta DeMr. Haute has been connected Henning Tenn , Wednesday.
Myer, Mrs. D. W. Matthews, John
with the niversity of Kentucky in
Mrs. Toni Reece visited her dau- Smith and Riley were dinner guest.
the capacity of Field Agent for the ghter Mrs Floyd Hardy Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Lowe's Sunday
Kentucky. The meeting will be held
Mrs. J. C. Smith, Dr. Rudd and dinner guests were: Mr. and Mrs.
sociation for a number of years. Dur- v.Sfe attended singing at Mt. Mo_
Tiiman Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
ing the time of the N. R. A he was riah Sunday.
Adams of Fulton: in the afternoon
regional directory of the Hatchery
Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis Pierce and Mrs
Joe Hazlewood, Miss Edna
Code, inspecting for the Government children were Sunday dinner guests Eagle, Mrs.
Bettie Adams, Mrs.
the hatcheries in the southern half of Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Pierce.
Luna Black of Union City laso visof the U. S.
Jack Lowe attended the football ited them.
At this meeting Mr. I3aute will game at Obion Friday night.
W. L and Jack Matthews are
point out to the poultrymen definMrs. W. J. Stem and son Billie and still teaching at Mt. Moriah. They
ite ways in which they van increase Mr. nad Mrs. Coy Wilson spent Sun- have taught one
their poultry profits The meeting day with Mr. and Mrs. Bufford .ire new teachingsinging school and
the second there.
will be open for free discussion. On Adams of Ralston.
Mrs. J. A. Hickman spent several
the 10th and 11th of December Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. DeMyer were days last week with Mr. and Mrs.
Baute will inspect the floc.cs in Sunday afternoon guests of Mr. and
M Hickman.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

Lumber
Roofing
BUILDING Cement
Building Materials
%as

PIERCE NEWS

4

Building and repairing has been steadily increasing in this
community, and we have supplied hundreds of builders with
plans and materials.
Let us know what your building needs will be, and we shall
be glad to give you estimates and help you with your plans.

Cook Stoves

ii

RE-CONDITIONED — LIKE NEW!

1,

We carry a complete line of lumber, building materials and
supplies and can assure you of quality and economical service
.

1
I

We have several excellent values in good cooking stoves that will really
save the purchasers money.

NEW GUARANTEE 0
PRICES ARE RIGHT

Pierce-tequin Lumber Co.
Phone 33

-:-

Fulton, Ky.

LIBERAL TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE
FOR YOUR OLD STOVES
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY

11

Exchange Furniture Co.
CHURCH STREET
4)4(11*/ 1" 1" "i

Robt. Graham, Mgr,
11"i 1"(

cirsommitantrara

FULTON, KY.
iramte

•
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'4{11y 11) 1iIT I nip vy for the oh tit...06- exceptional high school football this
Some people we know
ought to
ilea to raise the temperatur jeet Is year, and han established a recurd make first•
e of
rato airplane pilots . . . strengthens the will. Our will is Si.
ready strung enough to resist
hums,. 10 or 15 or maybe 30 the for their school.
they
are
always up In the air.
It.
eve depending on how veld degit
Is
The
Amerc
ian
republic, brothers
Mrs Velem Gore remains
miteide This heating dryn
'They
tell
us
out the and sisters, will outlas
that eating spioachly
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Latest report',
endorsements from farm Ion
from
Europe,
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front page
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-space
that
foretell nattatie might sail In Si
recently, indicates that war
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threats continue to disturb
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without
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Fanatics are interesting peopl
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boys
from 21 cents
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motion.
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Even after an eleetien we find the
last year, 127 coinpleted political
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exper
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that
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By BOAKk CARTER
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drinking.
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Official Figures
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wagon these days?
, have ((tuned more of them
Figures of the U. b. ocpartment of
their first defeat of the WL1141,11.
The
difference between work and
Agriculture show that titer) has been an uproar than almost enythinx In the
Most of ground gained dorm by the
to injury to American farmers fount political campaign.
Tigers was ucconoplinhed by the use play is whether or not we have to
keep
doing
Col. Kams hinieelf ducked to cover of panes, with
it.
the reciprocal trade ottroutnettle alto'
touch
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Roosevelt
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young
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oral Uspoolt Insurance Corporation Is
exports. In the year smiths June.
farm exports were nearly ZOO million sued figures allomina an Increase In
dollars greater than In 19325, In spite assets of Insured batiks.
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of the effect of the drought."
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forts to stir up a panic. Most hasuranc,
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From the Corn Belt
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tariff advocates is somethinc liku this: they can rile into imblic Mace
tot
(1) Get farmers excited about a trickle their own satisfaction deserv
e no pith
of farm 1'11;u-iris. even though farm tin
tic oftleu. Political cern/rains surto)
ports are consider.ligy smaller now
con be conducted without resorting
than in Viso Sa, (2) Propose raising
prom Atha false panics.
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NEED MONEY?

If you are In need of money, we are making
hart-time loans. We Invite you to consult
with
us, as we eau help you solve your financial
problems.

LOANS MADE TO
RELIABLE PERSONS
NICK SERVICE

Jones Loan &
Investment Co.

Campaign Boner
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KIDDIES,
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half. Hens breathe off more moisture
;per 100 lbs. of weight than any other animal. This means that
if too
DON'T
OVERCROWD
YOUR many
LAYING HOUSE—Having too many house are housed together of if the
is
not properly ventilated the
hens in a house is one of the most
common causes of colds and coup. house becomes damp very quickly.
j It is dampness and also drafts which
Four square feet should be allowcause colds even more than
ed per hen. With leghorns you might
cold
weather. It is remarkable how much
get by with 3 sq. feet. That would
cold
a
chick
en
can
stand
just as
mean that 100 hens is an many as
should.be housed in a house 20 feet hung is the house is dry and not
drafty
.
squard In the case of Leghorns
It
CULL CONSTANTLY—The
might be safe to house 130 but if
bird should be removed from cull
more than 150 hens are put in
the
a flock as soon as seen. With
house 20 feet square which
higher
means
490 sq. feet there is a big chanc feed it will pay to remove the culls
e as soon as possible. Especially
tRat colds and coup as well as chickshoul
the birds that get too fat be removd
en pox and other diseases will reetl for they are the ones most likesult. Neither will the hens lay as
j
ly
to
die
sudde
nly.
well when crowded,
I BE ON THE ALERT FOR
Last week a poultryman came in
DISEASED BIRDS—Remove promp
to ask what to do for colds in
tly
his any bird out of condition
before she
hens. He had had such good luck
has
time
to
infect
the
others
.
last year. Upon questioning him,
KEEP HENS IN ON COLD
I found that he had 400 hens
WET
in a
house which was only 20 x 30 feet. RAINY DAYS-.--Also on extra windy
days
which would have been ideal
for
HEAT THE HOUSE IN EXTR
150 hens but was too crowded for
A
400. The overcrowding caused the COLD WEATHER—Corn cobs are
cheap
er
than
corn as a means of
cold and could not be cured without
culling the flock down to about one. keeping hens warm. It often happens'
' that a flock is laying at a good
rate
: when we have just two
or
days of extra cold weather. three
result production drops in As a
many
cases and often it takes weeks
to
bring the hens back to their
former I
No matter how many medicines you rate of laying. Whereas if you
had
I
have tried foi your tJugli, chest cold some means of supplying
heat just J
or bronchial irritation, you can
get re- for those 3 or 4 days it would prelief now with CreomuLsion. Serious vent the drop
in egg production and j
trouble may be brewing and you cannot afford to take is chance with any- the hens would continue laying atj
their
usual
high
rate. Often just
thing less than CreomuLsion, which
two or three days heating the house
goes right to the seat of the troubl
e would mean heavi
to aid nature to soothe and heal the
er egg producInflamed membranes as the germ-laden tion not only for those three days
_
.
phlegm Is loosened and expelled.
, but for weeks later.
Even if other remedies have failed
Supplying this heat would cost
don't be discouraged, your druggist is, practically nothing.
At the Kentuauthorized to guarantee CreomuLslon cky Experiment
Station they use a
anti to refund your money if you are not brick
or barrel brooder for this pursatisficd with results froin the very first
but tlt.Get Crt omulsion right now.(Adv.) pose. Free plans will be sent by them

A Three Days' Cough

is Your Danger Signal

INSURANCE
ONE

OF

THE

GREATEST

safeguards that can be had—It's
not spending—It's Investing, Investing for the future. We repre-

Santa

Invites You
SANTA CLAUS

WILL MAKE HIS FIRST PERSONAL APP
EARANCE IN FULTON THIS
FRIDAY,

Nov. 27th. at Our Store

HE INVITES ALL CHILDREN UNDER TEN
THERE,AND BRING ALONG THEIR LETTERYEARS OF AGE TO MEET HIM
S TO SANTA CLAUS.

Free Gifts for the Children

PARENTS SHOULD DROP ALL OTHER PLANS
REN TO SEE SANTA CLAUS ON HIS PRE-CH AND BRING THEIR CHILDRISTMAS VISIT TO THIS
COMMUNITY. THE YULETIDE SPIRIT IS
IN
FULL BLOOM AT BALDRIDGE'S

It's time to think about Christmas
Shopping - Shop Economsbally at
Fulton's Big Variety Store!

sent some of the STRONGEST
companies in the United States.
Our facilities and expericnce
1121i

you

full

guarantee
value

for

.4.1111•

your premium dollar.
—PHONE NO. 5—

Fire, Lightning, Windstorm, Hail and
Automobile Insuranc.
_"t771

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
"Re Sure You Are Insured"

13111.1)1111)GE'S
"The Ben Franklin Store"

IMEaltriVaritir

MiTEWAA
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gilZVITMEtiragat==
91=2Mtiat2rv
'1
sessealistee

Fut,ToN

THE

COUNTY N KWH, FULTON, K ENTITCK
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Security of Bank Deposits
Now At All-Time High
Not a Singh. Notional Bank haI'M( III Pala Y
Witt It is a 55-Year licitittl for NItioowl
Banking System
lion by the Pre.,b1,, nt tivosto,i ooniesto
ruin.
Oise of the lliot tots of Profit:1nd
Roosevelt, upon eisrundos onto* was
to doelare 11 nation wide batik holiday.
Ile promised that books would be r*
opened as rapidly as possible, sad that
when they reoppn04, t he motley of the
depositors would lin Rat. As he sis•
Pressed It. the "fear of fear" had to he
banished
Tho Farm Prodlt .1,Imintstration
wont to tho roNCIINI if 11101l1:3R04 fsrmid
The Homo Owners Loan Corporation
wont to the rescue of indivillusls and
corporations In many 1101,1s Tin' Agri.
cultural Adjustment Ad io nitso.iiiion,

i•eurity of bank deposits struck an
all 'hue high this month, with the
aid sunouneetueut that during the east
year not a single National Itink lies
faii,o This Is a 5$ year rveord.
niece the establishment of the tat
*mai baulking system in 1s83, there
have been only three years out of the
entire period that have equalled the
prsrent sword, and those three perfect
years were so far book In hankIns
history that the 'Heston generation has
Well-Mich forgotten them They were
11170, 1871 aud
Since Federal Deposit Insuratiee
want into effect, on Jemmy I. 1934.
there havo been tittle 64 Insuroil hank

1,1,44111M was 1110+1'101.d III Olt,
ti bit thr
M"
IVIlitttly

Socials - 1)ersonals

Allen or
of Mr.‘antl hiss T
or
n
School and later attended the
tja verNity of Kent ucky, 1,enloidt,,n

WIU4 (
"411114S"I w it h 'THURSDAY Nit IT CI .1
Miss 1,1Iy 11 Allen ti ,e, iii.- ii
•
het bridge ohm Thiir.,,sie m oil! at
\UDEN Itte.PAIITMENT IN
cLuil
Music
mirsittlit
eral
set
o ISTING
her home on Foie/Adele 'Duce Mht 111EETINli
lea of pluyerii were present who l'Il•
liarden 1.1eparnitent of the (lays with 1,111 (mend., Mt Neely ,
Junior Music Club of Fulton Joyeti genies tif progressive eAntravt
Fulton Woniatt's Club tout Thursday .1 tomer resident of Fulton, having
afternoon at 5.30 at the club build- lived here twenty-thme years MP, tnet Thursday afternoon at the Wit- throughout Ilie evening At the conitynton, Poy-' when he was eni +toyed with the III1111.11 elltb building, with Misses elusion of the wiles -high seine (1ing, with nicedanies
Mnry Moselle along the club members sous boil
Kramer
110, LleMyer, Muni Winston (Ind A U. Illinois Central ..yslent here an
switchman!Crfaton nod Eden Jane IlthirCIPU% by Miss lteeine Jones who received
lialtiridge, hostess.
N l.. V I, rietatiiiii. chairman.
11
il tiy friciidt here ti
be joint hostesses After the business an attractive tnitgatine ruck Miss
'session the pi-tit/runt was turned Etila Rogers held seconti high noire
et eluded during the btu.? business' glad of their return
otos to Mitts t'aitilyn Atkins, lead- and was ptemettleil stloyett. A mong
Mrs Vick Bard was lender'
I)
tlisetisoton was the visitors hits Potvarti Strange
Pr The topic
of the program, the topie of which C1,1111 WITII MR AN
was "Planting for I'm inaiwittoo" and i MRS ('l..NRI.INCE h1A1)141)X
-Time out Music" The following held high Scow 4111‘1 tilt. prate was
Clarenee
Mt,
presented: a w hINtk bratar,
.torMaddox
nod
M1111111'1:I
were
Mr
WI:\Witt
"Trees and Shrubs .or
1,1M1/1" Those who took part were were host and hostess to their re- .singing ringers" Katherine 14an-' At the conelusion of the bridge
blis R
Allen.' oda?. Ttiesdav night bridge chill nt 101, played by Jean Atkins; "Tumble* playing the hostess served delicious
' and coriter to Hine sq uib
ta weed,- pew poke, pla yed liy Jam% ti „it calk(
Mrs. Smith Atkins mi.! Mrs. Joe their !wow on Eskimos st
lien of Plar'114
Invment whi,e,h Dallas; "Maretirkit tontastic," !twit- members and three visitors, Mr..
Kretton, played by Sara Mae I NI „tones, Miss Monette Jones, and
I lirAgr.the meeting the hostess scr_ included nine club tiwniberts with
line.' visitors Mr and Nit's LYI111 Evans; "Gypsy Moods," Gustovit Niro. Howard Stiange
ved delightful refreshments
itotot
phipps and hits Jesse Jordon
At Klemm played by Sue
i 1 w ill be hostess
M rs (1tuirtat%
Pit' 0.111'111,10n
`,01'eral games of "Moon hill's' Ernest Adams, played to the chili this N1144(
ti
score wail liy !lefty Jordan.
too, NI, coition for
I, II' it of Miss held
NI i
011•11'
A musical contest teas enjoyed miss SlARTIIA S111T11
!Midway
hi
tho
Soho
,,,s1
111•HIS
diol the winner, 11Iiss 111argaret iiitooplosst 111 (1,Pit
Mary Blount 'lilt of
Eitho taming hos weldor lo•idge
11111"111'. 111°
'
1 '
1 0011441 Cldik, resolved it lovely Pilot' A so•
11101
‘V111 1 11* .11' • of r11111,111
1101h \yore pr"sctiled moil • as Itrloto .101 hour was Ilion hold iliii mg , 1,1 1,, m oo; slorth a sm i th teas host.
wedding was quietly
t oin• di the evetilitai the hieitotls \\ 1 1 101 0111 111 1•411`iii1 1.4 a ,iosted iv ,
hio,1140 ThiirsiSiv arlortiomi at
Sunday afternooli al iit fivo o'es ek
!„..11,41
doightfid
1101ItIlt V01'4,11019' it hi 1.1"‘ "0,1 dolioltlfol iefrostiments NIr
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eti ti, 111111 ilL'
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11111 ili 1 01 WIY 1 k .11
Cantos ot eontract. At
single ring ceremony in Om presence •
1P•ihol
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CoP,
oone
1111..t
.11,I.EN
V%ir,
the i•ttil 11101
if 111r onti Mrs '1' I.
ItIC IN IIII` :1111'301%V dint.
'Ii'
si,oTitis
;Iwo
ANN)
of the taw
;old Nit
"
t:::1,:il ti•initit'
."11,Itli l•Pol and
ic"1"11
otter
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l
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1 aul tt:i iliTivIll
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t,•,1 it 'IA.14.0.11,10
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Te s,i,,

Art'

oti it ed

111
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Mrs. F., IA
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t::••• • i!t:
Toomwssee Junior Colb ,

•

it jite
l ll‘teit•stliculittlititaentlite
t htw
'roil'
s
in a
twxfort1 pity with o
swaoscr suit
i111.i ct t; crepe blouse nod Hack acers

Ut" :71,11\ohl in4.,11t11:111'"
-1.1\ 111 10. N,1\ ..1111 or 24, coto',,t ?oleo ilo• to ,,1,,•••, or the of1,01111 of the ho,
oreli

"
...to toitoitoily teas performed so t
11, 1111 lidd
("otitilli, 11.11;1•
tiolov, Not ember 1-1111,
1,, „it.,
oit roei loo
1,rood pen Illinoto Eel: Cooled
1,1,01,1o, io 1110 doilitliter of Mr I) 1931; Molino • t•wildin 1 1 11!"111•ft "f
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groom io the poplar son of
at sa"..en o'eloek After the ,tioleitt body-lituttiiierei Mr ;old Mt George 11 inter Sr, of •.,ipoor it busitiess tovetitig was held The groom is the promising you's... onli
Fulton and graduritiol front Fulton Itoorlianioation of the board was
High School in the class of 1933. Ile perfected which included the clueis now employt it with the Railway toot of new offivort 'They are A (I
lialdridge, chairman; Vodie Hardin
Express Company.
Inumoilately after the ceremony treasurer; Warren Graham, se, •,
the couple left for a wedding trip tart.: and R. K Pierce. olitiroh I !
Ito Muscle Shilabi They returned on All officers pledged their Itoot tie t
'Tuesday morning anti are now at cooperation throtiehotit the ',Tar in
BANK SUSPENSIONS, 1921-19.s1. Thttro are 8923 dots on the map and each
home to their manv friends at 118 corrying on the affairs ,,f Itoo
dot stands for a bank failure.
church.
Central•av.
failures. In 4)% ory csAli (ho insur,d tho Commodity Credit Corporation Rua TO SPEND
GENERAL MEETING OF
TILNNKSGIVING
other agencies met the emorgeney,
deposits were pa.d off at once.
Misses Hasol and Frances Wise- METHODIST W. Ni S
ware
of
denioton
and
of
nil
tidal
oore F%%%(.1%•l••
stopped the
Today more than 98 potent
The W ool:I wo
man, L. C. \Vint:nits and Bin Robhe1,1
the depositors in insured banks are ii pr salon. aitil briMght abiait the crts, all of Nlemphio, will spend of the Furl Method.
or 11oo
protected by insurance. American mareh toward r•cov oty Instead of l'hanksgivino in Fulton with friends its generol rosothlt
•
•
•
1'
omi the form, C. I !other, James day afterto ,-banking ha. becomo the safest anti chaos.
1
.71,
No part of this whole toogrum was 1.1'oontoti. Thuroist thoy were the church, Li ift sl•-to
soundest In the world.
ent.
1I; otoi Mrs. S. W
The benefit of the Roosevvit ad- tic ,ro Important than the creation of a dooms gtical
The president, Mrs Alf 11,
Filwords on College
icd banking system. In which the
ministration's !linking insurance Is
beak called the meeting to cr.!, ,
quo, 1,
two-sided-It hips the hank as well as 41, podtor could have complete confiand preoided ov,•i•
MR.
11
11 • •
1-1 1 ••11• 1 1
the depositor. The tmtn who has worked dence.
AN I MES. VAIMEN
11r and Mrs Grorly Vat den do- the no olio!,
liehtfully entertaint•ti their bridge' 1 1..• !I
,1 ,
club Tuesday night at their home of tho prootom TO, t. •,,,•
Two tables of chili
iii Collego•st
s
c'
members were prscent it Ito enjoyed
• /II •
os;
hianles of Plottrco•cive contract Ulm_
!told
11
1
out the evening At the conclusion
ilanter.
J
high score among the ladies was
'1 1
t 1 ,•
held by Mrs John Daniels and Gene
Spvight held high score for the gen- CI. I
tionton Late in the et ening, the hos'1",!1'1"11%(; 111'
tess served a deleetable salad plate.
Mr it/id Mrs John Dowels will EIIIST P1PTPoT 11'1111
I' •
• ••
"
IV, •
ontertom the chili next week at
,
of the Fd d t 11,i I
their home
their eonci al tnerohly 1dmote•
iii It lustre felts in black, novy,
soot Nloodily aft, neon cut :! :10
VISITS HERE AFTER
iii
'k it the church Tloo to,
g
o•si rust. All limo!
TWENT1'-TIIIIEE YEARS
oono.
L. N Neely and dought, to Miss woo 'memo, wttli
two or three at
buy
Come
!Soo.
,
"
f,
'
I.I.\Ner
Lights
be
Pie
orgia lloyes Neely of C
tool,
bv Nut:, NI 1. 1Z , 01,
this
drastic
price of only
clearance
'1., ,hootooml W:IS re:1(I by Mt.
I.- too f'slxvratis and Mrs. Carl Ilto,
two.: .1 tory interesting missionat)
16 dots on this map
LANK SUSPENSIONS. 1934-1936. There are
Insured deposits in these banks were rt.,. at once.
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SHOP
FOULTN
SAUD •SALE OF 150 FALL

DOTTY
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ORPHEUM

Lard to ottain 9..,.urfty arot who deposits hi; money In a bank where it
can be used. instead of letting it lie
idle, is no longer jeopardizing his sub
stance, or gambling that the bank be
chooses will be safe. lie is no longer
risking his saving 4 on human fallibility.
Operations of the deposit insurance
system are &early shown in the reports of the 66 banks which have
closed shoe Jan. I. 1O34. Dopositors
promptly received th,dr deposits up to
$5,000 for each dep,sitor.
And the current statement of the
government's Deposit Insurance Corporation shows that the income received front its Investments has been
more tstan 91.1'n't.'I:t to pay off operating ex; ..?.nses anti lossts, leaving its in.
suranco funds intact!
•
Dep. sit lasuranc, was an essential
part of the Roosevelt Recovery Program Purino '110 previous administra•
tion, • 150 ba • f it:. d. When President 1 . )o5ev, • ts c office the bankootne a national
ing siotation I
salanr- v. Prompt and cour0000us fa,

mink dt,i, ',urn throughout the
"The Ti ,tre
roloory are
orely Interested In the
re olect! n o' President Roosevelt because they %tato tio; pr, s,•nt system
Thurs.-Fri., Dec. 3-1
continued. The attitude of his op
pozionts Is not entirely clear, but some
Giant DOUBLE Featur(
doubt Is tilled upon their willingness to
support the system of deposit Insurance FEATURE NO. !—
by the statement which Governor Lan
MARTHA RA YE
don made to the American Bankers
Association 1n 19.13 when ho said:
SHIRLEY ROSS
"In nty jtmilgmmi fit the guarantee of
bask deposits, If carried out in this (of "Big lIt oadesst" and "Iths thin
country to Its logical conclusion, will
on the Range" Fame)
complotely destroy the entire banking
—IN—
5)'s .011,"
President Roosevelt believes that tit.
days of unrogulatod, free•hooting bask
Mg have gone forever.
A national a,sociation of bank de- FEATURE NO. 2—
pusitors has declared that President
STUART EMIT\ it,
Roesevelt's staunch and courageous
advocaey of deposit insnrance Is one of
the outstanding contributions of the
II Ins of the Assert
contury to to
can p

'HIDE AWAY GIRL'

• - anlIted

"ALL AMERICAN
CHUMP"
Hit!
ADDED

SUN.
MON,
TUES

ORPHEUM
Irt,'F OF OUTSTANDING PICT, I;Vs•

Sri itui2./ 4f:'REAT

NOV. 29
NOV. 30
DEC. 1

STARS in 1 GUIVSI,

marvt2lous
It's true! Caine and
see fof yourself!
Four of your gayest
stars in this hilarious
M -G -M hit... four
hearts that beat as
two.. butwhich two?
They're "badd;es"
— they're rascals--

111.1111111EK'. Atal:111115111

ii

59c

1

THIS COUPON WORTH S4.41 TO YOU

but who ft;n!

THE FOUNTAIN PEN TII NT

MAKES ITS OWN INK
Faelory Advertising Demonstration.

Something New.

7

1
WALTER

A LIFETIME GUARANTEE WITH EACH PEN
1._____1211111111Sos 000. •

- 1411

ALSO $1.00 TO MATCH ABOVE PENS, 29c
FRIDAY & SATURDAY OF THIS WEEK ONLY—MAIL ORDERS be EXTRA

II

BENNETT'S DRUG STORE
Telephone 11
Supply Limited, Go Now With 59e, Save $4.41

"4.1
"
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CONNOLLY
r

MCI UM
A tiCint-90/thiynDirocted by Jock Conway
rcidncisci by Lawrence Weingartel„

-s

with pens selling up to $7.00
See, write, test

THE NEW PLUNGER FILLER—ONE PULL AND IT'S FELL!
This PEN holds 200 percent more ink than any ordinary fountain pen on the market! You can
write for 3 months with one filling! No repair bills! No lever filler! No pressure bar! Every
pen tested and guaranteed to be unbreakable for life. GET YOURS NOW! THIS PEN IS GIV.
EN FREE if you buy one in the city for less than FIVE DOLLARS! This certificate good only
while advertising sale is on. Buy now for Christmas,

4

:
11.
11
•AHA;A•
AAA*, ••••

--1•PMPI•tiv•

Cut (hi, coupon out now. Bring it to our store with only 59c and get one of our new standard
size genuine non -breakable Pearl Pyralin S5.00 Plunger Filter Sackless Fountain Pens. Visible
ink supply You see the ink. All new colors.

Ask for lactory life time
guarantee

ii

II
JL11• ii
HARLOW
IA01,1•4 a guy tr•
pl•os• SPENCE,
onl k• woet•;\
nowt000•r k•od

MYRNA
10Y skodui for'
Si,C00 n00--but
wton BM POWELL I,
w•nt to work Out'
„ would hove PROW

EXTRA! VICENT LOPEZ IN .KNOCK KNOCK' AND NEWS
SOON! JOAN CRAWFORD CLARK GABLE IN 'LOVE ON THE RUN'

